
‘Anti-Piracy Coalition’
OSN has joined forces under the ‘Anti-Piracy Coalition,’ to address and combat all forms of piracy that impact the
sector. OSN, Motion Picture Association of America (MPA), MBC Group, du, STN, JMC, Nilesat, Arabsat, Noorsat,
Eutelsat, and Viewsat will work alongside content owners, distributors, satellite owners, satellite service providers,
and advertisers, to raise awareness about the impact of piracy on the region’s TV industry.
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Anti-Piracy Coalition to tackle content theft in MENA
Marking a regional first, leading broadcasters, satellite operators and service providers across the MENA have
joined forces under the ‘Anti-Piracy Coalition,’ to address and combat all forms of piracy that impact the
sector.Key industry players including OSN, Motion Picture Association of America (MPA), MBC Group, du, STN,
JMC, Nilesat, Arabsat, Noorsat, Eutelsat, and Viewsat will work alongside content owners, distributors, satellite
owners, satellite service providers, and advertisers, to raise awareness about the impact of piracy on the region’s
burgeoning television industry.Driven by a common goal to protect intellectual property rights, members of the
‘Anti-Piracy Coalition’ have outlined a voluntary code of conduct, while publically associating themselves as active
representatives of the coalition.The ‘Anti-Piracy Coalition’ will monitor piracy on satellite TV, ensure information
about pirate channels is shared among legitimate industry players and coordinate action against the pirates.
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First «alliance against piracy» in region
Many Networks and channels participated in the first alliance against piracy to spread the awareness of its bad
effect on the televised sector. Some of the participating channels were MBC and OSN.
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Coalition to combat TV piracy
Broadcasters, satellite operators and service providers across the MENA region have joined forces under an 'Anti-
Piracy Coalition'. The coalition is seeking to combat all forms of piracy that impact the sector, with pay-TV network
OSN, the Motion Picture Association of America (MPA), the MBC Group, du, STN, JMC, Nilesat, Arabsat, Noorsat,
Eutelsat, and Viewsat part of the coalition.
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